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What is a quantum impurity?

one impurity 
many degrees of freedom 
Multi-Mode UltraStrong Coupling:

Ingredients:
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The “hydrogen atom” of many-body physics

New physics: dynamics

What about the bath? Non-markovianity, entanglement…



Fermionic bath
Heavy fermions

Credit: Marc Tippmann Munich

Exotic superconductors

Credit: Mohammad Hamidian - Davis Lab

Nanostructures

Credit: Luis Dias - Ohio University

Cold atoms

Knap et al., Phys. Rev. X (2012)



Bosonic bath: back to basics

!10

Two-level system  
+ 1 bosonic mode

Strong coupling:



Bosonic bath: back to basics

!10

Two-level system + 1 bosonic mode at once



Bosonic bath: back to basics

!10

Two-level system + N bosonic modes
(Spin-Boson model in the strong dissipative regime)



Outline

Q-impurities in circuit-QED: the recipe 

A low loss, high impedance meta-material 

A Transmon qubit ultra-strongly coupled to a 
quantum meta-material



Circuit-QED:  
Superconducting circuits and microwave photons
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FIG. 1. Schematic description of the experiment. a, Colorized optical micrograph of the microwave resonator formed by a spiral
inductor shunted by a parallel-plate capacitor. b, Colorized scanning electron micrograph shows the upper plate of the capacitor is
suspended �50 nm above the lower plate and is free to vibrate like a taught, circular drum. The metallization is sputtered aluminum
(blue) patterned on a sapphire substrate (black). c, This circuit is measured by applying microwave signals near the electrical resonance
frequency through resistive coaxial lines. The outgoing signals, in which the mechanical motion is encoded as modulation sidebands of
the applied microwave tone, is coupled to a low noise, cryogenic amplifier via a superconducting coaxial cable. Cryogenic attenuators
on the input line and isolators on the output line ensure that thermal noise is reduced below the vacuum noise at microwave frequencies.
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of magnetic field and discuss the coherence properties of
the qubit mode. We compare the results with a circuit
model. In the third and central part, we present measure-
ments of the mode coupling energy obtained by means of
a three-tone technique.

(a) (b)

FIG. 1: (Color) (a) False-colored scanning electron micro-
graph of the sample. The V-shape qubit circuit (blue) is cou-
pled to the resonator (red) via a shared inductor. (b) Magni-
fied view of the core part showing parts of the chain, a small
junction, and parts of the capacitor (from top to bottom).
(c) Energy level diagram of the V-shape qubit. Dashed levels
show the eigenstates of the uncoupled Hamiltonian with the
corresponding transition frequencies !qb and !a. Solid lev-
els show the eigenstates of the coupled perturbative Hamilto-
nian H in Eq. (1). Thanks to the energy shifts governed by
the coupling strength gzz < 0, the lowest three levels can be
addressed without populating the fourth level, and thus the
experimental circuit realizes a V-shape level scheme (thick ar-
rows) (d) Equivalent qubit circuit diagram consisting of two
capacitances C, two Josephson junctions with critical current
Ic, and an inductor L. The loop is biased with a magnetic
flux �b.

The transmon circuit that forms the basis of our cir-
cuit consists of a small Josephson junction with critical
current Ic that is shunted by an interdigital capacitance
C. We introduce the associated Josephson and charg-
ing energies as EJ = �0Ic/(2⇡) and EC = (2e)2/(2C),
respectively. We couple two identical transmons by in-
tegrating their Josephson junctions into a loop with a
large linear inductance L. The magnitude of L is com-
parable to the linear part of the Josephson inductance
LJ = �0/(2⇡Ic), where �0 = h/(2e) is the magnetic flux
quantum. The device shown in Fig. 1(a,b) is fabricated
from thin-film aluminium on a high-resistive silicon sub-
strate. After patterning the larger parts of the structure
by wet etching, the qubit structure as well as the center
conductor of a coplanar-waveguide resonator are fabri-

cated by lift-o↵ using the controlled-undercut technique
[11]. The linear inductance is realized in the form of a
chain of twelve large Josephson junctions [13] of critical
current I 0c � Ic such that L = 12 ⇥ �0/(2⇡I 0c).

The simplified diagram of our circuit is shown in
Fig. 1(d). The phase di↵erences �1 and �2 across the
two small junctions represent the two degrees of freedom
in the circuit. The circuit exhibits two electrical modes:
a symmetric one corresponding to an in-phase oscillation
of �1 and �2, and an antisymmetric one corresponding to
an oscillation of �1 and �2 in anti-phase. The oscillations
of the current in the circuit are indicated by the the dou-
ble arrows in green for the symmetric mode, and in red
for the antisymmetric mode. The symmetric (or qubit)
mode corresponds to the plasma oscillation of the SQUID
formed by the two junctions. Its electric dipole moment
points in line of the junctions, as indicated in the dia-
gram, whereas its magnetic dipole moment is zero. The
antisymmetric (or ancilla) mode is usually not accessible
in a SQUID due to its elevated frequency. In our device
however, the large inductance ensures that the frequency
of this mode falls within the measurement bandwidth. Its
magnetic dipole moment points out of the circuit plane,
whereas its electric dipole moment is zero.

The SQUID flux bias �b controls the mode energies
and their mutual coupling. An optimal point for the
operation as a V-shape device is reached at the “sweet
spot” �b = 0, which we assume for the following theoret-
ical description. Both modes are anharmonic and under
certain conditions can be considered two-level systems
with transition energies ~!qb ⇡ p

2EJEC and ~!a ⇡p
2EJEC

p
1 + 2LJ/L. Remarkably, the two modes are

coupled by a �z�z term, whereas other coupling terms
are absent at zero flux due to symmetry reasons. This
follows from the perturbative treatment [10] of the full
Hamiltonian of the circuit in Fig. 1(d). For the purpose
of this paper, we will thus describe the system by the
simplified Hamiltonian

H = ~!qb�
(qb)
z /2 + ~!a�

(a)
z /2 + ~gzz�

(qb)
z �(a)

z /2, (1)

where �(qb)
z (�(a)

z ) are Pauli matrices of the qubit (an-
cilla). The mode coupling energy is expressed as

~gzz = � EC

8
p

1 + 2LJ/L
. (2)

In Fig. 1(c), we show an energy level diagram of our
system to clarify the role of the mode coupling en-
ergy. The eigenstates of the uncoupled Hamiltonian

~!qb�
(qb)
z /2 + ~!a�

(a)
z /2 are shown as dashed levels.

The solid levels show the eigenenergies Ei,j of the cou-
pled Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) with eigenstates |i, ji, where
i (j) = g, e denotes the qubit (ancilla) state. The transi-
tion energy Ee,e �Eg,e is detuned from Ee,g �Eg,g by an
amount 2~gzz. Equally, the transition energy Ee,e �Ee,g

is detuned from Eg,e � Eg,g by 2~gzz. As long as ~gzz

Quantum bits NEMS

Hybrid systems

Teufel ‘11

 Kubo ‘11

Quantum optics

Vlastakis ‘13

Dumur ‘15



Circuit-QED: coupling to many modes 

Sundaresan, N. M., et al. Phys. Rev. X (2015)

Forn-Diaz, P., et al. Nat. Phys. (2016)

Mesoscopic bath 
+ 

Ultrastrong coupling

Yoshihara, F., et al. Nat. Phys. (2016)



What about the many modes (large N)?



A. Caldeira and A. J. Leggett ‘81

Infinite number of LC oscillators

What about the many modes (large N)?



Monitoring  
the bath

What about the many modes (large N)?
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Coupling: a simple example

coupling strength  
or inverse lifetime

“Bath” or  
Environment

Superconducting qubit

V

I



“Bath” or  
Environment

Classical treatment

Superconducting qubit

Coupling: a simple example

V

I



Quantum treatment: 

with

fine structure  
constant

Coupling: a simple example

“Bath” or  
Environment

Superconducting qubit

V

I



Reaching high impedances 
Josephson junction meta-material



Seminal work: 
  S. Corlevi et al 06’ (Haviland’s group) 

See also: 
N. Masluk et al 12’, Bell et al 12’, S. Butz et al. 13’, C. Altimiras et al. 13’ 

Reaching high impedances 
Josephson junction meta-material



Josephson (kinetic) inductance  
can be very large:

Josephson (kinetic) inductance 
 is tunable in-situ

Low loss: superconducting state

Josephson junction = “superinductor”

Reaching high impedances 
Josephson junction meta-material



JJ meta-material: Bridge Free Fabrication

Lecocq,'F.,'et'al.'(2011).'Junc5on'fabrica5on'by'shadow'evapora5on'
without'a'suspended'bridge.'Nanotechnology,-22(31),-315302.-'

Lecocq et al.  
Nanotechnology (2011)

Low disorder 
Mean: 1.2 kOhms 

Deviation: 22 Ohms
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Long array of SQUIDs: 
5000 cells

JJ meta-material: Bridge Free Fabrication

Challenges faced: stitching errors, resist homogeneity, focus 
homogeneity, proximity effect….

1 mm asymmetric junctions



JJ meta-material: Measuring

Quantum regime: 



Fabry-Pérot

Josephson junction meta-material



Josephson junction meta-material

Fabry-Pérot
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cQED wording:

Optics wording:

Mode Index

Krupko et al., in prep

Josephson junction meta-material

k vector (       )



A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material

Our artificial atom: transmon qubit



Puertas-Martinez et al., in prep

A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material

10 μm 10 μm 

10 mm



A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material



Puertas-Martinez et al., in prep

A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material



Puertas-Martinez et al., in prep

A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material



Puertas-Martinez et al., in prep

A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material
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A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material



A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material
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A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material
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10 strongly hybridized modes !



A Transmon coupled to a JJ meta-material
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Theory: Self-Consistant Harmonic Approximation
For a review: Giamarchi and Orignac in “Theoretical Methods for Strongly Correlated 
Electrons'', CRM Series in Mathematical Physics, Eds. D. Senechal et al., Springer, 

New York, 2003



Conclusion

High impedance 
Josephson junction metamaterials

monitoring the qubit 
AND the bath: 

10 hybridized bosonic 
modes
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Perspectives: linking quantum optics  
and many-body physics

Inelastic scattering 
of coherent states on a many-body system

Gheeraert et al.,  
in prep

Shape the bath: 
Multi-bands, Edge states…

Other models: 
Kondo model, Sine-gordon model….
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